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Abstract
In this work we will propose a new universal super weak SU(N)w color to which all the SM
fermions are assumed to be coupled universally whose confining radius is in the range of the size
of galaxies. We will argue that the model has some very interesting consequences such as it could
be able to explain the observed rotation velocity anomalies in large galaxies without requirement
of specific DM particle. We will also show that it could constitute most of the observed mass
of a galaxy, similar like the proton mass which is mostly made up of color interaction dynamics
as shown recently, which could explain the observed DM in the rotation velocities of galaxies in
galaxy clusters. Also when the N is very small, we will show that it could explain the Big Bang
and Hubble’s law as well as Dark Energy.
1 Introduction.
The standard-model (SM) of particle physics has been very successful in accounting for the natural
phenomenas around us as well as experiments specifically design to test its predictions to very high
precisions. However it is known that minimum SM as it stand can not account the small neutrinos
masses, dark-matter (DM), dark-energy (DE), why three generations, what are the origin of the flavor
of the fermions, strong CP problem, matter-antimatter asymmetry etc. In this work we propose a
new super weak SU(N)w color gauge which is coupled to all the fermions of the standard-model (SM)
universally and show that it could explain the anomalies observed in the rotation velocities of stars
far away from the center of large galaxies as well as the most of the constituent dark-matter (DM)
masses of of galaxies which could explain the DM observed in galaxy clusters.
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2 Model details.
In general Non-Abelian (Yang-Mills (YM)) gauge theories likes of QCD, it is has been shown that
the coupling strength decreases as distance between the interacting particles decreases (Asymptotic
freedom). And also lattice QCD (LQCD) calculations has strongly indicated that at large distance
(strong coupling regime) the QCD potential energy scale as proportional to the distance as V (r) = Kr
where K is a constant i.e confinement property is present in QCD. Not only that in QCD numerical
stimulations indicated that, unlike in the Abelian U(1) gauge theory case, the transition from the weak
coupling regime (short distance) to the strong coupling regime (long distance) is smooth without any
indication of a phase transition like behavior, see [3] and [4]. In the QCD like YM theories the coupling
scaling with energy is expressed as [3][4][6]
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from which we
see that for small momentum or large distance, the αs(Q
2) increases and even diverges at Q2 = Λ2.
Though this formulas are based on the perturbation analysis which will breakdown when the coupling
is no longer perturbation, still Λ turn out to be a very useful energy scale at which the coupling
become large. Taking inspirations from these two key properties of Non-Abelian gauge theories of
asymptotic freedom at short distances and confinement at large distances, we propose a new Univer-
sal Super Weak SU(N)w color local gauge which couples to all the fermions of SM universally and
whose confining radius is in the order of largest galaxies. Now given that we assume the coupling
strength is very weak, it’s confining regions will be much larger than the size of the proton. Here
we take the coupling strength such that the confining region of the new SU(N)w is in the range of
the size of galaxies. In this case due to asymptotic freedom in the super weak coupling regions or
super short distances compared to the confining scale (scale of largest galaxies), i.e at the scale of
solar system and smaller, the new SU(N)w force is much weaker than gravity so that we can ignore
its presence.1 But as the distance between two objects charged under SU(N)w grows, the coupling
1...to actually calculate we need to know the flux of the weak gluons, but we would like to point out here that,
qualitatively we can understand why object do not slowed by new gluons is that although more gluon flux from the front
than from behind but since ones that are from front are of higher energy than ones from behind, front gluon flux are less
coupled than the gluon flux from behind..........
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strength grows and eventually it surpasses strength of gravity and at the scale of galaxies lets say it
goes into non-perturbation regime. In general it has been verified from lattice calculations that in the
non-perturbation regime, the potential energy between two objects charged under the new SU(N)w
grows as V (r) = kr and so the force between them will grow as f rˆ = krˆ where rˆ is unit vector in
the direction of r and k a constant. So the total force acting on an object very far away from the
center of a galaxy will be given by F rˆ =
∑
i f rˆi = K(
r
R
)β rˆ where ( r
R
)β is the r (here on r denote
the radial distance from the center of the galaxy to the test star) dependence induced by integral
over the density of matter which are charged under the new SU(N)w and R is the confining radius
with β being a parameter to be fitted with the galaxy density distribution.2 Now it is known that
the key problem with reported anomaly in rotation curves of stars in large galaxies is that it reaches
almost a constant value while the Newtonian gravity (which is very good approximation of the general
relativity in weak field regimes) predicts a sharp decline in the velocity as the test star is further and
further away from the center of the galaxy. Here we would like to point out that this new SU(N)w
will be able to explain this phenomena. Assuming that we are in a region where contribution to the
rotational velocity due to gravity is negligible, then we have mv
2
r
rˆ = K( r
R
)β rˆ so v =
√
K
mRβ
√
r1+β.
In Figure (1) we have shown v vs r scaled such that K
mRβ
= 1 with β = 0 (thick dark) and β = −0.2
(light dark). From the Figure (1) it is clear that for large β with β < 0, the graph becomes flatter
and flatter which seems to be required from the observed rotation curves of stars far away from the
center in large galaxies [1]. In general for a star with given mass (m), there are three free parame-
ters K, R and β to fit with the data from the rotation velocity and density distribution measurements.
Now it is known that the first hint of DM is from the rotation velocity anomalies in large galax-
ies but as shown above the main course of this anomaly may be attributable to a new SU(N)w. Also
as shown in a recent calculation in [2], that most of the mass of the proton comes from the quark
energy and glue field energy contributing about 32% and 36% respectively with about 23% coming
from the trace anomaly and the remaining about 9% contribution from the quark scalar condensates
with less than 1% due to the valence quark masses (due to Higgs boson). Since proton is a confine
state of quarks and gluons, similarly in our new SU(N)w the whole galaxy being a confine state of
matter charged under the new SU(N)w, we also expect that most of the galaxy masses comes from
the condensates of the constituents. Then similar to the string analogy of QCD confinement, we can
say that most of the mass of a galaxy could be stored in the string tensions of the confining new super
2note that in reality the galaxy mass distribution profile could be more complicated than the simple one stipulated
here......
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Figure 1: In this plot we have shown v vs r scaled such that K
mRβ
= 1 with β = 0 (thick dark) and
β = −0.2 (light dark)
weak color mediator gluons between the constituents of the galaxy which are charged under the new
SU(N)w. In this sense we may be able to attribute the DM effects observed in the galaxy clusters to
energy stored in this string tensions of the new super weak color mediator gluons inside each galaxy in
the galaxy cluster3. These are only tentative arguments and analogies, as to actually show how much
of the mass of a galaxy could be attributed to this string tension we need to know the confining radius
and the coupling constant at a particular scale etc., which has not been fitted yet. We would like to
point out here that if this is the force that actually binds the galaxies together, then we can actually
study much about galaxies collisions from proton proton collisions at LHC! And also it is expected,
just like Regge behavior observed in QCD, the mass (M) square of a galaxy is linearly proportional
to the angular momentum (J) of a galaxy i.e M2 = α1 + α2 × J where α1,2 are constants.
3Also we would like to point out that an easy explanation of the existence of large amount of X-ray emitting gas in the
inter-galactic region in galaxy clusters is to assume that there exist some light DM particles and only these new particles
are charged under the SU(N)W with confinement region at the scale of galaxies, then it is expected that these particles
will not form large structures if they are very light and so will be able to explain the DM halos without observations of
dark stars, dark planets etc...... on the other hand the galaxy clusters could be like the atomic nucleus with inter galactic
gases could be like not yet condensed galaxies or other exotic states such as quark-gluon plasma, or even some kind of
meson like states etc.......
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Also we would like to point out a very interesting special case of this hyper weak gauge coupling
regime here, that is the case when N is very small such as 2 or 3, then it turn out the confining region
is much larger than the horizon of about 14000 mpc (the observable patch) for the new force to be
much weaker than gravity at 1 GeV scale. However an interesting consequences of SU(N)W with
low N for large scale cosmos is that suppose a perturbation to such an object has happened in some
early time, may be due to collision with another object like it, such that the observable patch around
our galaxy has been pushed towards the center, then first an equilibrium in the weak gluons field
get restored which sets up a potential gradient in the form of a radially outward-directed pressure
mountain [7] along with sound waves with very large wave length in the weak gluon field. Now if the
matter in our patch of the observable cosmos is climbing this pressure mountain along with coming
out of a very concentrated region in the past into a rarefying region, due to sound wave propagation
through our observable patch, then the Big Bang can be taken as a moment in the past when this
sound wave concentrated large chunk of the cosmos near our observable patch into a very small re-
gion which eventually get rarefied (which we call Big Bang) with the observable patch climbing the
pressure mountain seen from our galaxy will appear in the form of the Hubble’s law with smooth but
increasing slope of the pressure mountain appearing as accelerated expansion which we interpreted as
dark energy (DE).4
There is another possible source of the red shift of light from distance objects, and that is due to the
inelastic scattering of the photons with the much colder CMB background or the weak gluon field
background (via the box loop diagram)5 and transfer a very tiny amount of energy and momentum
to the tail end of weak gluon field or CMB distribution at each collision, then photons emitted from
farther away sources are expected to be more red shifted then nearer ones and so roughly the red shift
should be proportional to the distance just as Hubble’s law requires. The observed red shift could
probably be due to combinations of this and other factors pointed out in the preceding paragraph,
however if the observed red shift is entirely due to this inelastic scattering then the red shift does not
implies expanding universe. We would also like to point out that, what ever the source of the CMB, if
the CMB photons are emitted very long time ago then it is possible that it may have reached equilib-
rium with the much colder back ground weak gluon field (WGF), in that case the CMB temperature
is also the temperature of the WGF or it could be that CMB is in the process of reaching equilibrium
with the WGF but not yet reached, then the temperature of the WGF should be much colder than
4Also present way of looking at cosmological data indicates that we are in a region where angular velocity is much
smaller than the radial velocity....
5for instance with scattering of photon and weak guon field via box loop with final offshell weak gluon decaying into
two weak gluons or even neutrino anti-neutrino pairs, i.e γ + gw → γ + (g
∗
w → gw/ν + gw/ν¯)
5
the presently measured temperature of CMB.
3 Conclusions.
In this work we have proposed a new universal super weak SU(N)w color to which all the SM fermions
are assumed to be coupled universally whose confining radius is in the range of the size of galaxies. We
have argued that the model has some very interesting consequences such as it could be able to explain
the observed rotation velocity anomalies in large galaxies without requirement of specific DM particle.
We have also shown that it could constitute most of the observed mass of a galaxy, similar like the
proton mass which is mostly made up of color interaction dynamics as shown recently, which could
explain the observed DM in the rotation velocities of galaxies in galaxy clusters. Also we have shown
that the weak gauge coupling SU(N) with small N could potentially explain Big Bang, Hubble’s law
as well as Dark energy.
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